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This new book in the successful English Vocabulary in Use series will bring students up to an
advanced level knowledge of English. Over 2000 new words and expressions are presented and
practised in typical contexts. Each unit provides valuable information for advanced level students
about usage and there are clear explanations about subtle differences in meaning and collocation.
This book has been carefully researched using evidence from the Cambridge International Corpus
to ensure that the language studied is the English native speakers actually use. ?Clear, attractive
colour units. ?100 easy-to-use two-page units. ?Presents new words in context and shows learners
how to use them. ?Uses authentic texts. ?Promotes good learning habits with learning tips and
follow-up tasks. ?Contains a comprehensive, student-friendly answer key and a detailed index with
phonetic transcriptions. Contents Aspects of vocabulary learning: i Strategies for learning - general
advice ii Types of meaning iii Making the most of your dictionary iv Collocation v Polysemy vi
Metaphor vii Connotation and cultural associations viii Register Word-formation: 1 Abbreviations
and acronyms 2 Prefixes 3 Suffixes 4 Word-building and word-blending 5 Global contact and
language enrichment 6 Similar but...
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to explain. I really could comprehended everything out of this published e ebook. I found out this publication from my dad and i
suggested this publication to learn.
-- Prof. Margarita Ledner PhD-- Prof. Margarita Ledner PhD

This written pdf is fantastic. It normally is not going to expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Gilbert Stroman-- Gilbert Stroman
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